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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

A. Conclusion  

After conducting several stages of data collaction, the data have 

been analyzed by the researcher and made the conclusion below: 

1. The effectiveness of  Voice Note Feature on WhatsApp 

Messenger in enhancing students’ speaking skill are being seen in 

several aspects. There are grammar, pronunciation and 

vocabulary. The data told us that the students tend to have a good  

vocabulary but they still had big obstacle in grammar and 

pronunciation. For vocabulary  aspect, most of the students have 

high good skill. It was looked from their effort when they speak 

and in speaking class. But in grammar aspect get pretty good 

improvment, it seems when speaking. And for pronunciation 

aspect, students get pretty good improvement also. Most of 

students did much wrong grammar and pronunciation aspect.  

Those indicate the proof of this research that vocabulary 

aspect have high improvements while grammar and 

pronunciation has pretty good improvement. So, to conclude 

from 10 students of elevent grade at SMA Mathla’ul Anwar 
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Menes academic 2020-2021. There were 48 % students have 

good deal on grammar, 52 % students have good deal on 

pronunciation and 72% students have good deal on vocabulary.  

2. The problems faced in enhancing students’ speaking skill using 

Voice Note Feature on WhatsApp Messenger are grammar, 

pronunciation and vocabulary problems. Grammar problems are 

seen on Subject+Verb Agreement, tenses and Passive/Active 

Voice aspects. While pronunciation problems are seen on vowel 

sounds, diphthong, consonant sounds, cluster, and silent letter 

aspects. And vocabulary problems are seen on Word choice, word 

order, Reduced and added letter, and speaking in bahasa aspects.  

B. Suggestion  

The result of this study is aimed to give suggestion for following 

involvement: 

1. For students, speaking is a skill needed practice. Therefore students 

have to practice in a fun way and students have to fight on learning 

of basic speaking.  
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2. For teacher, teacher should have a fun media or a fun way on 

teaching. 

3. For school. School should be smart school on searching a fun media 

whice students like to learn.  

 

 


